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CONTAINER ARRIVING 
BY TRUCK

Weighing service flow-chart for RAIL HUB MILANO

CONTAINER ARRIVING 
BY RAIL

Business Notes:
RHM will undertake the weighing service only against a specific order in writing 

RHM will perform the weighing service acting only as a sub-contractor of the party requesting and will not certify nor sign on their behalf*

RHM will send the weight details to the party that requested the weighing service*

RHM will send the invoice for the weighing service to the party that requested the weighing service   

Containers that are stuffed/packed inside the RHM Terminal will be weighed by RHM and the weight data sent to the party requesting*

*All weighing services provided shall be compliant in accordance with international and national legislation to enable Shippers 
to fulfil their responsibilities to certify the verified gross mass and submit to their Shipping Line

RHM sends the weight data to 
the Shipper or their agent via e-mail*

The Shipper or their agent, 
sends the weighing 

request to RHM

RHM registers 
the request in their system

Truck is accepted 
for Gate-in and enters 

the terminal

The truck goes to 
the weigh bridge 

for weighing procedure 

RHM operating system 
records the data taken 

at the weigh bridge

Unit is weighed 
using RHM reachstacker 

and is reloaded on to the chassis

Container is unloaded 
from truck and stacked 

in yard as per standard procedure

The Shipper or their agent, 
sends the weighing 

request to RHM

RHM registers the request 
in their system

Unit arrives 
at the Rail-Terminal and is unloaded 

from the wagon onto a chassis

The truck goes to 
the weigh bridge 

for weighing procedure 

RHM operating system 
records the data taken 

at the weigh bridge

Unit is weighed 
using RHM reachstacker 

and is reloaded on to the chassis

Container is unloaded 
from truck and stacked 

in yard as per standard procedure

RHM sends the weight data to 
the Shipper or their agent via e-mail*

* RHM will send the weight data to the Shipper via E-mail, 
allowing them to fulfil their responsibility to submit a certified VGM to their Shipping Line


